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World’s AIDS Day
With a message of shedding inhibitions and
spreading awareness in the society students and
entire staff observed World’s Aids Day on 1st of
December by wearing red ribbons as a symbol of
solidarity and a commitment to fight against HIV.

Changing Perception with Awareness

Teachers organised a special online
class cum workshop to discuss
about the causes and symptoms of
AIDS along with the preventive
measures for it. Most of all,
importance of spreading happiness
is emphasized to HIV+ people
while keeping a thought in mind
that aids cannot be transmitted by
‘touch’.

National Pollution Control Day
The National Pollution control day
is observed on the 2nd of
December in the country of India.
The objective behind the
observance of this day is to make
people aware of the continuous
rise of pollution and its effects.

Class V students beautifully exhibited
their awareness through posters
showing how to reduce pollution.
However, to mark this day, Science
teacher explained various ways and
quotes to inspire them to fight against
pollution.
FACT
About one trillion single-use plastic bags
are used annually across the globe. That's
nearly 2 million every minute. More than
half a billion plastic straws are used every
day around the world.

Indian Navy Day
"The Navy is much more than a job; much
more than service to country. It is a way of
life. It gets in your blood." - Albert F Pratt

Students of class 8 celebrated Navy Day on 4
Nov 20 and enlightened their fellow classmates
about the symbolic rank structure of officers and
sailors in the Navy and made posters. They
made badges of various rank structures

Human Rights Day
Human Rights Day (HRD) is
commemorated every year all over the
world on 10th of December. Educating our
young people about human rights is a way
of protecting the fundamental freedom
that is really essential for survival these
days. To celebrate this day; students of
class VII opted for various mediums to
share their thoughts and expressionsmaking posters, writing slogans, sharing
messages to name a few.

TO DENY PEOPLE
THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS
IS TO CHALLENGE THEIR VERY
HUMANITY

World Energy Conservation Day

On World Energy Conservation Day (14
December) Science Teachers raised
awareness about the need for energy
conservation in our daily life, focused
on how to make people cognizant of
the mindful consumption of energy,
ways to achieve conservation and how
it effects climate change and global
warming through Show n Tell Activity .

Class
III
students
represented
themselves as Solar Panel, CFL Bulb,
Windmill. They explained how energy
could be produced and conserved. It
was indeed a wonderful way to enhance
*learning while doing.

VIJAY DIWAS
Vijay Diwas or Victory Day is celebrated
in India every year on December 16. India
celebrates Vijay Diwas to mark the
decisive victory over Pakistan in 1971,
which resulted in the liberation of East
Pakistan and the creation of the new
state of Bangladesh.
The day is also observed in Bangladesh as
'Bijoy Dibos' or Bangladesh Liberation
Day, that marks its formal independence
from Pakistan. 'You surrender or we wipe
you out' was the message given by Field
Marshal Sam Manekshaw to Pakistani
armed forces.
To salute the virtues of valour and patriotism
showcased by soldiers of Indian Army, Vijay
Diwas was celebrated by the educator and
students of class -IV. Ms. Neha Goel, firstly
discussed the importance of this day in our
history.
Later students participated in 'Essay Writing
Competition' organized on this day, expressing
their views on the same.

Real Heroes don't have a name on the back
of their Jersey. They wear their country's
Flag. Thank you India's Real Heroes!

National Mathematics Day
It is celebrated on 22 December every year to
mark the birth anniversary of legendary Indian
mathematician, Srinivasa Ramanujan.
The main objective behind the celebration is to
raise awareness among people about the
importance of mathematics for the development
of humanity. Several initiatives are taken to
motivate, enthuse, and inculcate a positive
attitude towards learning mathematics among
the younger generation of the country.

Our Mathematics educator also did her bit by
organising a session on the same.
Students were shown a video on warli art and
asked to draw some figures and use them to
solve the mathematical questions. The activity
was throughly enjoyed by the students.

An equation means nothing to me until it
expresses a thought of God

--------Srinivasa Ramanujan-------

CHRISTMAS
Christmas is the festival which inspires the spirit of sharing and caring.
Soaking in the spirit of Christmas tiny tots of Class Nursery-1 of Jagannath
International School celebrated the festival with enthusiasm on December 24, 2020.
The background of each child was beautifully decorated and everybody was dressed
up in red and white . The students sang melodious carols and danced beautifully to
wish their teachers and classmates. All the kids made different X-Mas crafts,
decorated trees with beautiful accessories and said about the things used
in Christmas.
The significance of the festival was explained to the students through the Christmas
story. These small little activities taught our little ones the joy of celebrating all the
festivals with loved ones.

Class III A and IIIB celebrated
Christmas with great enthusiasm in
Social Science class.
They made beautiful pencil topper
of Santa's face and snow man as the
activity on Christmas. The class was
decorated with Christmas tree
and snow man and steps were told
to make pencil topper.

Vocabulary Building
Vocabulary is the main tool for the students in their
attempt to use English effectively. It is the basis for the
development of all the other skills: reading
comprehension, listening comprehension, speaking,
writing, spelling and pronunciation. Class 4 and 5
Students played Vocabulary Building Activity on 24
December 2020. Class 4 Students made many words out
of the Word Christmas (Word Hanging) and presented it
in a wall hanging form so beautifully. Class 5 Students
were told a story related to Christmas of the famous
author Charles Dickens. Teacher formed pair and asked
them to take out a word from their band and other
partner made a sentence related to the story. All the
students learned new words through learning by playing.

NEW YEAR CELEBRATION
Students of Classes 1 and 2 organized a New Year Celebration on
December 31, 2020 to value the essence of a language and
togetherness that is most widely needed across the globe.
It was a real blast in its utmost manner. Series of activities were
held. Children of Class 2 made New Year Resolution Flower Pot
with the help of their teacher, later they played games and had a
dance blast. Children of class I did an activity to form new words
from the letters of Happy New Year, which was followed by a
dance party. The objective of the program was to provide
opportunities for students to welcomed the New Year with a smile
and display their endowed talents and skills in communicating and
expressing their emotions in the English language, which is
essential to realize one’s goals in life.

NATIONAL YOUTH DAY
"We are what our thoughts have made us,so take care about what you
think. Words are secondary. Thoughts live; they travel far".
To honour the contributions of Swami Vivekananda, this day was
celebrated as National Youth Day.
The school conducted various online activities like painting, poem
writing, essay writing, elocution etc.
The main objective behind the celebration was to make a better future by
motivating the students and spreading the ideas of Swami Vivekananda
and moreover they got an opportunity to showcase their talents.

LOHRI CELEBRATION
The Pre-Primary students celebrated online Lohri
festival on 13.1.21 with pomp and zeal.
The mood was upbeat and the children actively
immersed in the festive spirit. Our little ones of the
pre primary Class Nursery to 3 were told about the
significance of the festival in their online classroom
first, with the help of stories and pictures. All the
students had a joyous time while celebrating the
festival of Lohri as they indulged themselves
enthusiastically in various activities based on the
festival like crafts (making of bon- fire, popcorn tree,
Lohri platter) , songs , dance and movie show.

REPUBLIC
26th January is a gala day for every Indian. On the
auspicious morning, Republic Day was celebrated via
online mode.
That despite of prevailing pandemic our enthusiastic
students participated in various activities online.
Students showcased their talents through various
activities like making of tricolor dishes, aur show, craft,
posters etc. They didn't want to leave any stone
unturned in making this monumental day a
memorable one.

"Be the change you want to see in this
world and feel proud to be an Indian."
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